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HE052



Source: The First Men, by Julian May, 1968



Source: The First Men, by Julian May, 1968
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Source: The First Men, by Julian May, 1968



Source: The First Men, by Julian May, 1968
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2 miles

300 feet
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Trail of hominid
footprints fossilized 
In volcanic ash. This 
230’ trail was 
found by Mary 
Leakey’s expedition
in Laetoli, Tanzania 
In 1978



National Geographic, April 1976

3.75 million years



National Geographic, April 1976
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National Geographic, Jan. 1996National Geographic, Jan. 1996
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THAT WAS OVER
90 YEARS AGO ...

WE DON'T DO THAT
ANYMORE ... DO WE?
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Dr. Bourne believes humans evolved into apes

Evolution the Fossils Still say No! 
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Ida 

How about 
5 months?

Fossil Lemur

“This will be the one 
pictured in the 

textbooks for the next 
hundred years,” 

said Dr. Jørn Hurum

May 2009



ARDI

Ardi was splashed onto the scientific 
scene with eleven technical articles 

in a special issue of Science, accompanied 
by depictions of the reconstructions of 

her bones.
Oct. 2009



ARDI

In the eleven papers in Science, the 
word "probably" appeared about 78 times,
and "suggest," "suggesting," "suggestive," 

or "suggests" were used 117 times, 
among other terms that are associated 
with an unsubstantiated story … not a 

scientific description.



ARDI

The newspaper pictures all show 
fairly complete skeletons.



ARDI

However, the bones were in horrible 
shape (as one site said “trampled by 
hippos”) Some were so powdery they 
had to be put together “millimeter by 
sub-millimeter” via digital scanning. 



ARDI

The bones are pieced together from 
remnants of at least 36 individuals.



ARDI

The assertion that “Ardi” is your relative 
mostly comes from the idea that this ape 

walked upright. 



ARDI

Her hip bones were incomplete, fragmented,
badly eroded, and distorted. 

They completed the hip by inserting
 a "conjectural sacrum," and correcting 

"various additional dimensions,"
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“The skeleton of an early human who 
lived 4.4 million years ago shows that 

humans did not evolve from 
chimpanzee-like ancestors, 

researchers reported on Thursday. In 
a special issue of Science, . . .”
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The “hand” of Ardi was found in a 
different location than the rest of bones.



ARDI

She had hands for feet, and the long, 
curved bones of her fingers and toes 
clearly show that Ardi was adept at 

living in trees.



ARDI

Ardi’s foot has its big toe "thumb" 
projecting strikingly sideways.



ARDI

Its other foot bones are not like those 
of chimps or gorillas. Ardi's feet are like 

those of some of today's monkeys, which 
have a stable platform from which to leap, 

along with a fully developed grasping 
structure. 



ARDI

If Ardi is presumed to be a human ancestor, 
then the century-long concept that has been 
taught as virtual fact--that humans evolved
 from a chimpanzee-like creature --must be 

discarded!
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Dr. Bourne believes humans evolved into apes

Evolution the Fossils Still say No! 
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PALEONTOLOGY

What is 
a fossil?



PALEONTOLOGY

How long does 
it take to 

make a fossil?











FOSSIL



FL032



F002
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